Neural Network-Based Adaptive Consensus Control for a Class of Nonaffine Nonlinear Multiagent Systems With Actuator Faults.
In this paper, the consensus problem is investigated for a class of nonaffine nonlinear multiagent systems (MASs) with actuator faults of partial loss of effectiveness fault and biased fault. To deal with the control difficulty caused by the nonaffine dynamics, a neural network (NN)-based adaptive consensus protocol is developed based on the Lyapunov analysis. The neuron input of the NN uses both the state information and the consensus error information. In addition, the negative feedback term of the NN weight update law is multiplied by an absolute value of the consensus error, which is helpful in improving the consensus accuracy. With the developed adaptive NN consensus protocol, semiglobal consensus with a bounded residual consensus error of the MAS is achieved, and the bounded NN weight matrix is guaranteed. Finally, simulation results show that the developed adaptive NN consensus protocol has advantages of fast convergence rate and good consensus accuracy and has the capability of rapid response with respect to the actuator faults.